A French breeding, its apparent humanism, but holding once its secur-kistorian of ity is threatened, these qualities to be but skin deep. Indeed England he never hesitates to state his opinions before his many friends who belong to the favoured circles, that his sympathies He, not with them and their admittedly attractive ways of living, but with those who suffer from the hideous discrepancies of an ill-planned community. Yet I could not easily see Leo Myers in a coarse or rough environment, Nor would he pretend to be at ease therein!
St John Gogarty is another writer whose work delights me, as different in subject and attitude from Myers as it is possible to be. Like Yeats, Gogarty is an intellectual aristo-B crat, an Irishman glorying in the Aristophanic spirit—of which, indeed, he has a noble portion—who yet wishes 'not to vary from the kindly race of men'. There are pages in As I was going down Sackville Street and Tumbling in the Hay which have the high Irish pride of wit, a splendid zest for life. Gogarty has a genial toleration of barmen, drunkards and whores, unrelated to the more conventional Left-wing sympathy with the bottom dog: Though you are a fool and a knave you shall eat.3
An aristocratic spirit will show itself under any shape social life may take. Indeed, that is precisely what has happened in die past. When a civilization has been overwhelmed by a ruder race, a new refinement has taken root and flowered. But the glaring contrast between extreme wealth and extreme poverty in London continually strikes foreigners. Elie HaleVy was the more surprised at the moderation of the views and actions of the working classes compared with those on the Continent. The standards which the Trade Unions have won for their members in England are in advance of those which prevail in France. Moreover there is among their leaders generally a steady opposition to violent change, For they know that at such a time the saner influences are submerged, .first by outbreaks of criminal rascality, then, when some kind of order has been restored, by the more ruthless advocates of revolutionary methods. HaleVy was a 260

